
BIKAMPER™

Bikamper is a personal shelter that utilizes a 26”, 
27.5”, 29” mountain or 700c road front wheel in 
place of tent poles. The main body is constructed 
of water-resistant urethane coated 45D ripstop 
nylon and features three mesh panels for 
ventilation and stargazing on pleasant nights. 
The fly is constructed of waterproofed 70D 
ripstop nylon for additional protection should the 
weather take a turn for the worse. Both tent 
and fly pack down to a small, space saving size. 
Includes its own special stuff sack that straps to 
the handlebars. Not compatible with fat tire bikes.

CAPACITY
1 person

SEASON 
3 season

FABRIC 
Canopy - 
45D 210T ripstop nylon 
with 2500 mm PU

Fly - 
70D 190T ripstop nylon 
with 2500 mm PU
Floor-
70D 210T taffeta nylon
with 3000 mm PU

PACKED SIZE L x H 
26 x 14 cm / 
10.2” x 5.5” 

FLOOR SPACE
200 x 90 cm /
200 x 70 cm

FLOOR AREA
1.6 m2 

DOOR
1 (right side) 

WINDOWS
3 (two side, one end)

WEIGHT
1.22 kg / 2.69 lb
(Tent only)

TOTAL WEIGHT
1.54 kg / 3.40 lb

ART NO.
TBP001

FITS 26”, 27.5”, 29” MTB OR 700C ROAD FRONT WHEEL

The elements can be relentless. 
Of course, so can we.
Created with equal parts resistance and resilience, the Bikamper tent features 
our state-of-the-art seam-sealed, waterproof ripstop nylon. Wind, rain, hail, or the 
blazing sun, we’ve got you covered.

INTEGRATED DESIGN
Utilizes your bicycle and front wheel (26”, 27.5”, 
29” or 700c) instead of poles for stability and for 
further weight reduction.

WATERPROOF RIPSTOP 
NYLON
A 3 season tent. The fly is 70D 190T Ripstop 
Nylon with 2500 mm PU coating for weather 
protection.

ULTRA LIGHT 
& COMPACT
Packs down to a compact size and has its own 
stuff sack that straps to the handlebars.

TENT TECHNOLOGIES & FEATURES

QR skewer 15mm thru-axle

Front fork anchors allows    
mounting on bike with QR 

skewers or 15mm thru-axles

Additional pockets for 
mountain bike handlebars 
to keep the fly can cover 
the tent properly
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